The Calendar.

Using the calendar, answer the following questions.

1. Write the days of the week in order.

2. Write the following dates in words;-
   i.e. Monday 2\textsuperscript{nd} November 2000.
   
a) The first Sunday in November;
b) The fourth Tuesday in November;
c) The third Wednesday in November;
d) The second Friday in November;
e) The last Saturday in November;

3. Write the following dates in numbers;-
   i.e. 17/11/00
   
a) The second Monday in November;
b) The third Thursday in November;
c) The third Sunday in November;
d) The second Tuesday in November;
e) The last Friday in November;

4. How many days in November?

5. How many days in December?

6. How many days in October?

7. What days are the following dates;-

\begin{tabular}{ll}
a) & 17/11/00 \\
c) & 23/10/00 \\
e) & 08/12/00 \\
b) & 18/11/00 \\
d) & 16/12/00 \\
f) & 01/10/00 \\
\end{tabular}

8. How many Sundays in November?